
HUMAN HEALTH

EASY
Simple 1min hands-on time preparation
Minimal training required for operation
Automated result interpretation 

RAPID
Sample to result in 20min
Process more samples in less time
Improved patient management and triage

VERSATILE
Can be deployed anywhere
No additional equipment needed
Room temperature storage – tests ready for use

1. COLLECT
Simple swab 

sample collection

2. LYSE
Stir the swab in the 

collection bu er

3. TRANSFER
Use a transfer 

pipette

4. START
Results delivered in 

less than 20 minutes

GENERAL DIAGNOSTIC PROCEDURE

Catalog No. Qty Description

PCRAC0101 1 VitaPCR™ Instrument

Includes

Rack

VitaPCR™ is an innovative rapid molecular diagnostic platform based on the well-established
Polymerase Chain Reaction (PCR) technology, detecting infectious diseasesin about 20 minutes from
sample to results. VitaPCR™ allows signi cantly faster testing than any other laboratory molecular
method. It is also more accurate than conventional rapid testing.

VitaPCR™ empowers practitioners with highly accurate information at the Point-of-Care in a short
time, o ering far superior level of performance than existing POC diagnostic solutions, at a price point
making it widely a ordable for the masses.
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SOLICITA UNA DEMOSTRACIÓN*

1 INSTRUMENTO 
VITA PCR

1 CAJA (20 TEST)
FluA&B / RSV ASSAY+
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VitaPCR TM Flu A&B Assay CE

VitaPCR TM SARS-CoV-2 Gen 2 Assay CE

VitaPCR TM Influenza SARS-CoV-2 (Flu/SC2) Assay CE

VitaPCR TM Flu A&B / RSV Assay CE

VitaPCR TM Strep A Assay CE

VitaPCRTM C. difficile Assayf

VitaPCRTM Virus del Papiloma Humano Assay*

Otros Test Disponibles

*En Desarollo
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